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Bennett Summoned Before State Board

next full meeting of the state board.
The board has the power to take
NEWS EDITOR
disciplinary action against stateBy Kathleen McKiernan
licensed doctors ranging from temSTAFF WRITER
porary license suspensions,to fines,
Colby physician Dr. William to letters of warning or censure.
Bennett M.D. has been ordered to ' Last spring, Bennett was the
appear before the State of Maine's focus of a wave of controversy after
Board of Registration, in Medicine complaints of his hugging and kissfollowing an investigation by the
Maine attorney general's office, a 'There is no derelicboard official said last week.
The nine-member state board, tion on the part of the
which is in charge of licensing and college as long as we
registering all physicians in Maine, strongly investigate ,..
met on September 12th to consider
look ing into
the findings of the attorney gen- Wef , were
'
'
: :z :
eral's investigation into complaints
alleging unprofessional behavior Earl Smith
filed against Bennett/ David R.
Hedrick, executive director of the
board said.
ing a female patient reached the
attorIt was aiter reviewing the
media. Hedrick said he requested
ney general's report arid Bennett's an attorney general's investigation
written response to the allegations after reading newspaper accounts
th^t the board scheduled their detailing concerns some Colby
meeting with the Colby physician, women had about Bennett's professional behavior.
according to Hedrick.
The board "wasnot satisfied that
The attorney general's office
theseallegationscan te dismissed/' conducted its investigation for
he said.
about 10 days in late May and early
The meeting is tentatively slated Jun e, according to Assistant Disfor November 14, the date of the trict Attorney Ken Lehman. Ben-

By Lawrence Eocca

u.

nett said he was interviewed during
that time by Susan.Randall,a detective
and investigator with the attorney general's office.
Bennett also said he was given the
names of the students who had registered complaints about him so he could
respond to accusations on a case by
case basis. He said all of the "four or

reason for the college to take Smith added. He says that if the
action against Bennett at this college had found any "gross mistime. He said any further action conduct"they "might havereported
to be taken by the college will it to the board."
come after the board makes its
The college has no obligation to
decision in November.
involve the board in an investiga'Tm satisfied that we con- tion, according to Smith. "There is
ducted a thorough investiga- no dereliction on the part of the
tion," said Earl Smith, dean of college as long as we strongly- investigate," he said. "We were lookinto it."
"...all allegations so ingIt was inappropriate to call on
f ar are similar and , the board in the case, according to
taken together, they Smith.
"They [people with complaints]
call into question Dr. should go to the person in charge"
Bennett 's profession- and the college is in charge, said
Smith.
alism. "
But, Hedrick and Lehman said
David R. Hedrick
that the proper way to complain
William Bennett, M.D. ^hofOe photc B_naMB_H_B_nHnaH__a_K_a__i
about a doctor in Maine is to send a
five" comp laints he was asked to re- the college. "I don't know if we letter to the state board. Lehman
spond to were from female Colby stu- found anything seriously said it is possible that Randall did
dents.
wrong," Smith said, but con- not contact everybody who has a
Hedrick would not specify the na- ceded that "he [Bennett] complaint about Dr. Bennett. He
ture of the women's complaints, citing shouldn't put his hands on a stu- urges all who have complaints to
confidentiality constraints. But he said, dent when he is not examining a send a letter to the board while it
"all allegations so far are similar and student." Smith said the college can still be added to the board's file
taken together they call into question found Bennett guilty of no "gross on Bennett.
The board's address is: Board of
misconduct."
Dr. Bennett's professionalism."
Registration
in Medicine, State
President William R. Cotter said he
"I think that we're better
House
Station
#137, Augusta, Me
was interviewedby Randall at the end qualified [than the board) to
of last semester, but doesn't see any examine complaints," at Colby, 04333, or phone 289-3601.Q

Fisher f 34 Watches Colby Grow
By Mark Radcliffe
STAFF WRITER

say about heated campus issues on
the hM.
-

Samson Fisher '34 graduated
from Colby when the student body
totaled 600,attendance at religious
services was compulsory, only
freshmen lived on campus and
women were a minority with a 2-1
male-female ratio.
Fifty-five years later,Fisher is a
Colby undergraduateagain with a
new. perspective on his alma mater. He is auditing two courses free
of charge as part of a Colby program for senior citizens.
Like Ins younger counterparts
in the classroom,Fisher has a lot to

is important,he says, "because students are setting the tone for the
rest of their lives by learning how
to live with people." He now observes that, "There is a tremendously bigger and varied faculty.
More variation in courses, too. But
as for the student bod y, Colby has
a wayto gobeforeitcan lay any real
claims to diversity."
Fisher notices "a considerably
more affluent crowd" than in the
1930's. He now finds himself
"almost overwhelmed by the pretty
and well dressed students. They

The colleger s push f or diversity

Colby Graduate, Samson Fisher, ' 34, is back in class on Mayflower Hill

do seem a lot more mature," he adds,
"and more worldly, probably due to
morepre-collegelifeexposurethatkids
have these days."
Currently auditing American History and International Relations,Fisher
has also been involved with music and
art courses in the past three years.
In his first Colby career,back on the
old campus downtown, Fisher's academic pursuits were quite different
than today. He majored in Chemistry
as a pre-med student and went on to
medical school at the University of
Chicago.
After a few years in an internship
and then five years with the Army
serving as a flight surgeon in England,
Europe, and Africa during WW II,hereturnecl to
the Oakland-Waterville
area to start a private
medical practice as an
allergist and dermatologist.
Fi sher played intramural sport s, and maintained his status as one of
the few non-fraternity
members on campus.
Harboring opinions that
would take the administration another SO years
to address with conviction, he recalls feeling
that, "What the fraternities are doing is indoctrinating a way of segregating themselves, not recognizingall walks oilif e,
I found it disturbing."Q

plwto ly Bob Han

Student Brawlers
Draw Blood
By Tracey Hardman
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

gized to him."
But, when friends of Foster's
heard of the fight that night, they
Safety and Security re- went to Goddard-Hodgkins, Websponded to reports of a fight in ster's residence hall, where "one of
Goddard Hodgkins about 1a.m. them put his hand through the
Fr
iday, according to one security glass" of a window, according to
officer on duty that night.
Webster. That person was sophoSomeof the students involved more Mike Flynn, according to an
will be going to a J-Board hear- anonymous source.
ingscheduled for Sunday, OctoWebster said he tried to conber 1st, according to Assistant vince Flynn to go to the infirmary
Dean of Students Mark because of the severity of the cuts
Serdjenian. Charges against the on his hand incurred from the
students will be defined some- window.
time this week, Serdjenian said .
Another altercation then oc"lt had all originated from curred between Flynn and Webthe Student Center," said Safety ster, according to sources.
and Security officer John Fre"I never threw a punch, I just
chette. "One individual had some threw him on the floor." said Webbeer spilled on him several times, ster. "It was the worst experience of
and he took offense to it."
my Colby career .Hopefully, it will
The individual, senior Scott be the only one like that."
Webster, said that while he was
"They had pretty much stopped
at the Student Center,sophomore in the actual fighting by the time we
Bill Foster and another student got there " said FrechetteO
SeeRelated story on page 4
were pouring beer on him.
"He was antagonizing me,"
Webster said.
"I was not antagonizing
him ," said Foster. "Mike Flynn
an d I were n ot t hrowing beer at
When you leave Tuesday night
him. Mike threw a beer at me,
for Thanksgiving vacation this
and it missed me."
year,you won'tbecuttingclasses.
Antagonizing aside,Webster
At last night's monthly faculty
and Foster engaged in an altermeeting, Registrar George Colecat ion, resulting in Foster's bro- man announced that classes will
ken nose. "Afterwards, I was
not be held the Wednesday of
very upset about what I had . Thanksgiving week. See related
done/' Webster said. "I apolostory (Echo Archives) on page 3.

No Classes on
November 22

New Prof. Psyched For CampusLife

NEWS BRIEFS

By Peter Carlton
CONTRIBUTING- WRITES
Professor Alban Urbanas,a new
member of the Philosophy Department, comes to campus with a
desire to build up a rapport with
studentsboth inside and outside of
the classroom. Urbanas teaches
Ancient Philosophy and Nature
and God in Lovejoy,but he lives in
the Dana Faculty apartment .
'The interaction between students and faculty on an informal
basis is a great thing, for learning
and exchange of ideas need not be
restricted to limited forms of expression/' he said. To Urbanas,
education is an ongoing, fluid thing
that can exist in a "natural context"
as well as in the classroom.
Urbanas is hoping to establish a
new Philosophy and Religion club,
in which an academic exchange
between students and faculty can
take place outside the classroom,
in a more relaxed atmosphere.
Learning need not be limited
to pockets of time and prescribed
spaces," he said. "In an informal
setting learning can be effective and
enjoyable."Such a club would form
a productive link between classroom studies and the activities of
daily life.
"It would be a very sad thing if
peoplethought that learning could
photo by Matt Onions
only be achieved within the con- New Philosop hy Professor Alban Urbanas sees the importance of education both
text of a classroom. There is more in and out of class.
to the experience of learning than
After having received his un- Montreal last year.
that," Urbanas said.
dergraduate degree from the UniNext semester, he will again be
"It is difficult for professors and versity of Paris and his masters and teaching the popular Nature and
students to be on the same wave- doctorate degrees in Philosophy God course, as well as a class in
length. There are hurdles to over- from the Sorbonne, Urbanas then Contemporary Continental Phicome,"he admits. "Trust and good returned to the U.S. He later re- losophy, primarily covering Eurofaith toward each other are thekey." turned to Europe to teach at a small pean thinkers from the 1960"s onPlans are currently in the works college in Switzerland, and also ward . For Jan Plan he intends to
with the Dana hallstaff for him to complete his doctoral dissertation, take students to Athens, Greece
host small parties and perhaps L« Notion d 'Accident chez Aristotle where they will study Greek Ethics
show movies.
which was published in Paris and and Political thought .?
_
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Due to new fire codes established by the town of Lcwisto n,the social sceneat Bates has been hampered.
In thepasr,open parties have been a common occurrence at the 28 houses on campus,often attracting more
than two hundred students. Now, theLewiston Fire Department and Bates Administration say that these
coed dorms can no longer sponsor parties if more than fifty people will be in attendance.

WILLIAMS COLLEGE:

The Director of the Physical Plant at Williams College has been awarded thc Fulbright Scholarship, thc
first time a non-academic personnerhas received this honor.

AMHERST COLLEGE:

Last spring, students boycotted the purchasing of Coca-Cola, duo to thc company's investments in
South Africa. All Coke products have now been removed from campus,and only Dr. Tepper, Canada Dry
and Sunkist arc available.

WESLEYA N UNIVERSITY:

A Wesleyan Senior is filing suit against Wesleyan and 11other institutions due to alleged tuition pricefixing schemes and the recent investigations by the Justice Department.

U.MAINE at ORONO:

Mike Buck, quarterback for tho Maine Black Boars, was involved in an altercation outside of Joddy's
- a local bar. Witnesses say he was boasting about his car,
Ken Ober and Colin Quinn, infamou s hosts of thc MTV show Remote Control, were at the University
of Maine Center for thc Arts on September 20th. '
i

I

By Kelly Evans, Chris lannini,
and News Staff
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS

Sororit y Seeking Sisters
The administration can now add sororities- to its list of Greek
phobias. According to Roger Bowen of the Government Department, he
was informed that members of the women's field hockey and ice hockey
teams have formed an underground sorority. Bowen said that he was
given the name of the society but that, "All those Greek letters are
meaninglessto me."The possible emergence of an underground society
poses a new problem to the administration,because its current focus has
been on disbanding the underground fraternities that exist both on and
off campus. Bowen would not reveal the source of his information.

Too Hot In The Kitchen?
Apparently not. Although the lines were long, the new beer
dispensing system in the*
Student Center seemed
to be more efficient and
orderly this past weekend. "Working it was
fine," said MicheleFriel,
a junior who served beer.
"I think the lines moved
pretty quickly. It's an
improvement on the old
system." It may take
some getting used to,but
no one seems to be staying out of this kitchen.

Stu-A Stood Up
Colby Apathy? Well, while Stu-A has expressed a desire to have
students attend the President's Council meetings as a silent audience,
the only laymen in attendance at the last meeting, other than those affiliated with student government were a reporter and a representative
from the Coffeehouse. The representative from the Coffeehouse was
present to report to Stu-A.

A Minor Chan ge
Colby has introduced minors in seventeen subjects this year.Before,
students had.the option of a 'concentration'degree which was comparable to minor systems at other schools. But, because the 'minor' is a
more universally recognized concept,Colby changed it s policy hoping
to give students more advantages in graduate school admissions and
future employment.
The minors are: administrative science, afro-American studies,
anthropology, applied mathematics/quantitative analysis, chemistry,
classical civilization,creative writing, economics, education, geology,
Japanese, mathematics, performing arts, physics, public policy, science
and technological studies, and women'sstudies. There are still concentrations offered, but only strictly within the department. Concentrations include: studio art within the art department; environmental
science within biology, chemistry,and geology,computer science within
the mathematics department; and biochemistry within the chemistry
department.

Patience In The Pub
If lines in the Spa still appear long, have some patience. That's what
the Spa workers are saying. The Spa has introduced an express line for
evening meals to
alleviate some of
the congestion.
Spa workers expect thc lines to
move faster when
the new workers
b ecom e more
comfortable with
their positions.
They also said
thatthecrowding
i s much loss, t han
in prior years.
con t inued on page 3

The Dorm Damage Has Been Done,

Now How About Those Rep airs ?
By Tracey Hardman
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
.
The President's Council has
created a sub-committee to examine dorm damage. "Many students
are perplexed when they pay for
damages, and return to find no
repairs done. Right now, we're not
sure what we pay for," said Peter
Read-Smith, '91, chair of the sub
committee.
"The volume of work needs to
be stretched out over a year," Alan
Lewis, Director of Physical Plant
said, explaining why students don't
always see immediate results.
GeneChadborn of Physical Plant
assesses the dorm damages, and
gives the list of damages to four
supervisors who prioritize and
repair.
Chapman assessed $102,000 in
needed repairs last year, and "a
large percentagehasbeen repaired,"
said Lewis. "All window shades
were completely repaired.
The prioritizing of dorm repairs
"is arbitrary", he said, citing safety
hazardsas theonly real criteria used,
"I don't think there's any ranking."
"li something is an eyesore, it's
a priority. We move from to the
prominent areas the less noticeable," said Grounds Supervisor,
Keith Stockford. A sore point of the

dorm damage system with underclassmen is that no second semester
seniors areheld responsible for their
dorm damage.
'Tfabillisthe last thingthat they
remember from Colby, it would
leavea bad taste in people'smouth."
said Paul Johnston, director of
Housing. He conceded that because the college was concerned
with alumni d onations they absorb
the cost of senior damage.
"I suspect not many people realize that the seniors are not billed.
Maybe it's grossly unfair. Maybe
we need to look at that aspect, it
does put a burden on the other
classes," said Johnston.
"I don't think that is fair. Alumni
relations need not be helped at the
cost of underclassmen. We're all
responsible for our actions," said
first year student John Cully.
The Dean s office charges students for dorm and room damage
in January for first semester, and in
the summer for second. The general dorm damage consists of damage in gathering places such as
lounges,and unidentified damage.
The individual room damage is
described on the bill. "If the responsible party can't be identified, it
goes into the ledger book,and at the
en d,it's all tallied,and the costs dis-

tributed," said Johnston.
Johnston said damage done during Jan-Plan is espedally hard to
identify because "it's very hard to
identify who is living on campus
that month." Damage is charged to
the second semester bills.
The same problem with identification applies to senior week. "I don't
feel that the damage done during
that time should be paid for by everyone," said Johnston. "Many times
it doesn't get billed to anyone."
He cited the damage done to
Pierce during last year's senior week
as one of those instances,"It just got
out of control,"he said. "The college
absorbed the costs."
Two years ago, Colby began to
use the current system of billing
students at the end of every semester. Previously, students were required to pay a deposit prior to the
school year from which their damage bills were deducted .
Since the new system has been
implemented there has been a tremendous decrease in dorm damage,
I would say the annual cost reduction is 50 percent," said Lewis.
He said he saw "more students
repairing their own rooms", and he
believesthat "students are convinced
that we have a fair way of assessing
damages/'Q

Rainforest Awareness Spreads
To Colby Campus

structure the world may be a little
beyond
Colby'sresources,influencBy Tom Brown
ing
students'attitudes
is not. Balum
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
lans
to
start
with
the
basics, by
p
Instead of chaining fearless fostering a new awareness of many
students to local trees, oil tankers, environmental concerns affecting
McDonald's Beef trucks, and other all of us, including recycling of
assorted environmental ni g ht- paper and aluminum products, and
mares, the recently established supporting those programs already
Rainforest Awareness Group hopes in effect.
With the club's constitution
to educate the Waterville commucurrently
under development,
nity about rainforest destruction.
Dan Raymont '91, founder of Balum has a few more steps to take
the group, called Balum, stresses beforeachievingfullclub statusand
the fact that while aiming to re- acceptance by Student Activities.

*Ecno JZrcf iwes

The Cost Of Cuttin g Classes In '68
By Lori Wright

FEATURES EDITOR
At one time or another, most
students have left for Thanksgiving before Wednesday noon,
when t he college of fid ally frees
us from their grip. Sometimes the
only fl ight out of Portland leaves
on Tuesday, or perhaps you just
feel li ke you deserve ano t her
vacation day. You probably do.
But prior fco 1968, Colby students
thought twice about leaving early

becausethcy were charged with a
S25.00 "cut fine"for skipping class
the day before or after a vacation,
Mot only did you feel guilty ab.out
the wasted tuition money, but
hard cosh- had to be forked over to
the college.
In No-vembw of 1968 at least
900 students successfully rallied
to abolish the "cut fine" oh the
grounds that it was antithetical to
higher education, Students belicved,a$ thoy do today, that they
should b<l> able to decide for ihem*

selves if they could afford to miss
class. Besides, what wore thc professors planning for the last day of
class, asked One student in an Echo
editorial. "Has the religion department found the Grail and are thoy
planning to show it in the Old
Testament? Did thc biology department find tho missing link?"
Thc students' petition, for
which thc faculty voted in favor,
contained three points, including
ever-widening geographical distribution and increased travelling
problems,varying financial status
among student?, and that cutting
<laSs before or after a vacation
should not differ from a normal

day. But one faculty member dtcd
the "psychological impoverishment of both teacher and faculty if
only ten students show
up.,,educationlstheonecomroodity for which theconsumor trios to
get as little as possible for his
money," 'He was curtly tofutcd by
a colleague who said/'education
should not be treated as a
commodity/'Q

The roots of the group's creation
go back to Raymont's springsemester spent in San Christobal de las
Casas, in Chiapas, Mexico. While
working for the Center for Scientific
Studies there,he was influenced by
his exposure to the Lacandon Indian tribe, which is one group inextricably bound up with the last of
the Mexican rainforests, in which
their survival is threatened by the
forest's destruction.
The basis for education would
center around a regularly published
newsletter dealing primarily with
issues concerning rainforests. Photo
essays, a medium Raymont finds
particularly moving, in addition to
lectures and films would bolster this
newsletter.
Also, part of Balurn's plan is to
use the thoroughly tested Colby
party plan, Sponsoring parties in
which Mexico, or other Central and
South American countries are the
themes, is one way Balum can expose students to the cultures in
which the rainforests grow.Q

CORRECTIONS:
Colby's Innovative
Interfaces, Inc. Online
Public Access Catalogue
(INNOPAC)
contains
232,000 bibliographic records. The error appeared in,
the Echc of 9/7/89.
In the 9/14/89 Echo
the Colby Women Runners'
photo should have been
attributed to Jen Berger.
In tlie same issue,
Cricket Girvln's name was
misspelled.

NEWS BRIEFS CONTINUED
Stu-A Style Statement
Student government at Colby is making great leaps forward . All
members are now required to wear semi-formal attire for the
President's Council meetings. Samantha Garrison said, 'It gives it a
better name. People know that we're serious about what we're
doing. When they ask why we are dressed up, we can let them know
we are attending a President's Council meeting."

Protecting Pathos
The Phyisical Plant has placed "Please Use Path" signs around
campus to protect sodding and re-seeding of the grass, according to
Keith Stockford
of the Physical
Plant. "If we can
get people t o
stay off the grass
around the
paths it will allow the new
seed and sod to
take hold," he
said.The Physical Plant's top
priority is enc o u r a g i ng
people to use the
stairs on frat
row, instead of
walking up
and down the
embankments. The tiny
white signs
were inexpensive because
Physical Plant
made them
themselvesusing
the same paint
and wood they
use everyday,
Asked if he
thought the
signs had ben effective so far Stockford responded, Obviously someone has noticed them or you wouldn't be asking about them."

Apple Toda y Keeps Viruses
Away
Most of the hard disks that were contained in the computers in the
MacLab have been replaced by dual drive Macintoshes. Students
wishing to use the computers will be issued an AppleShare worker disk
free of charge, after signing a computer ethics agreement. According to
Geoffrey Gowan, a monitor in the MacLab, the change was prompted
because of problems with computer viruses. Said Gowan, "Last year
people were transferring viruses from their own disks onto the hard
disks and messing up the network." Gowan stated that this spread of
viruses .was unintentional. The new AppleShare disks perform all the
same tasks as the old hard disks, but are slower. Students have
responded with confusion to the new changes, Gowan commented that,
"Most students are surprised that they get to keep the disk for life and
don't have to pay for it."

Model Graduate
Sean Murray '89 is not your typical Colby graduate.
While at Colby he was a government major, he played varsity
football, golf ,
and baseball,
and he spent a
semester at
Pitzer in California. This Saturday he will
take the LSAT's
in hopes of
pursuing a career in law. The
thing
that
makes
the
Mur rman , as
he is known to
friends,unique
is the way he
hopes to put
his
way
through law
school. The Murrman hopes to be a model student. As in, be a model and
a student.
He has already started to reel in jobs. He appears on the cover of the
TSR Inc. game box "Web of Gold" an d in November, K-Mart shoppers
throughout New England can expect to see a poster of him pushing a
fitness suit and weight training devices.
"I'd like to thank coach Gene B. DeLorenzo for starting mc off," Sean
saW. "He got me used to sitting still for long periods of time. I think I was
discovered coaching first base.".
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When STU-J
Holds Court
By Anne Sullivan
CONTRIBtTHNG WRITER
For the past four years,the Student Judicial Board has dealt with
student discipline. Excluding cases
of academic misdemeanor, the
Board hearscases concerningvandalism, assault,residence hall misconduct, and alcohol violations.
The accused student presents his
own case in front of a board of 12
students, consisting of two men
and two women from each class
year, and two faculty members.
The J-Board is chosen by an
application and interviewprocess
and student justices , serve threeyear termsbeginning at the start of
their sophomore year. When a
member of the board needs to be
replaced (when away for a semester, for example) the replacement
must be of the same sex and class
in order to keep a balance.
The board uses a "facilitator",
whoseprimary purposeistogather
information concerning the case
during the hearing.The defendant
offers his own defense and can
present "character witnesses"who
speak in support of his case. Depending on the nature of the case,
a complainant can testify in his
ownbehalf, however, no cross-ex-

amining is permitted except on rare
occasions.
When a student is found guilty,
he is given a "sanction" decided
upon by the board. This sanction,
the resulting punishment, is then
presented to the Dean of Students
who may accept the proposal or
send it back to the board for modification. If a sanctioned student
believes his case hasn't been adjudicated in all fairness, he can request that his case be reviewed by
the AppealsBoard. TheJ-Board has
the option of accepting or rejecting
thedefendant'srequest.Theappeals
Board onlyreviewscaseswithgood
reason, namely, if new evidence is
revealed or if, for some reason, the
hearing was not totally unbiased.
Forthis 1989-90 school year,the
Colby CollegeJudicial Board consists of Betsy Morgan as Chief Justice and Scott Myers as Vice-Chief
Justice.The remaining board members Include seniors Jennifer Abbatangelo and Brian Clement, juniors Matthew Cohen, Suzanne La
Parade, Michel!Pinnock, and Willis Lendley, sophomores, Michelle
Corrigan,SuraDuBow,Christopher
Masterangelo, and Christopher
Ward. The faculty representatives
are R, Daniel Libbyof thechemistry
department, and Tama'ePrindle of
the Japanese departments

I-PLAY Forum Scheduled
By Alisa Attardi
STAFF WRITER

I-PLAY dominated the discussion at the semester's second President's Council meeting, held last
week. After using a third of their
hour and 1/4 meeting, they scheduled an open forum where students will be able to voice their
opinion on how the system has
worked this semester. They slated
the forum for just before their last
meeting of the semester, at which
time they will reevaluate the system.
Dan Spurgin introduced IPLAYby reading the official statement of Stu-A exec., printed as a
letter to the editor in the Sept. 14th
issue of the Echo. When discussion was opened,John Hayworth,
Off Campus President, asked if off
campus students could be on their
own team. The current policy
r equir es tha t off campus st udent s
play on the team of the last dorm
that they lived in.
As Stu-A President and chairof
the meeting, Tom Sherry recognized off-campus as an issue that
needed to be dealt with, but request ed tha t the di scussion f ocus
on the topic on the floor.

Jon Thometz,Coburn Hall President,reported that he had received
positive feedbackfrom students. He
said that after explaining the
changes that were made in the system, many people felt better. Echoing suggestions of other members
of the President's Council, he recommended that they "give it time."
Stemming from the I-PLAY discussion was the issue of off campus
students and where they fit into the
common's system. Hall presidents
voiced concern about having to
contact off campus students that
had lived in their dorm in the past
because it did not fit in with their
goal of promoting dorm unity.
Hayworth did not feel that off
campu s student s were g iven adequate notice of common's activities.
Hayworth then raised concerns
about the lack of a budget for off
campus. In the past,they had been
funded asa club. Hayworth pointed
out that each student, including
those living off campus, pays a
general fee of which $25-30 goes
into the Commons budget. , He
asked each Commonsto give $450500 t o increas e t he off campus
budget sothattheycanfinancetheir
own activities. Thequestiohwlllbe
brought before individual Commons Counclls.Q

FROM THE AGENDA
"ROTC—A committeewu formed <o took Into the poselMIIlt y of offering the ROTC prognmon campus.
"Colby Service Medal—A committee wu formed to look Int o awarding the Colby Service Medal to veterana
of the Vletman and Korean ware.
'Itemized dorm damage on tuition bill—A committee wu formed to look into dorm damage policy.
'Beth Poule g»ve a report on the activities of (he Cof/eehouie and encouraged attendance.
"Guideline * lor Stu-A club •pending—The finance committee will look into the laaua.
•Summer decision making—Thla wu tabled In order to address I-PLAY,
'WLAY—Adecislonwas made to hold anall ^atnpuaforumbeforethelaitPreaidenfaoouiidlmeetlngofthe
aemeater.
NEW BUSINESS
.
"Off Campui budget—Thl *requea *tor funda will go before Commons Council *.
"Hall Vice-Presidents—Forthetlme being, VPswlU not ait on the I>«sldentraCou«dl ,Mitt Dumas laid that
¦
when the s/ttemwaa oonoelved, It wu aaiumed that they*would not.
"Temporal / housing—The question of the recurring problem of temp, housing Will be added to the next
imnda,
"J an-PUn refunds-The question of refunds for etudenta who are not on campus will be added to the next
agenda,
"Course wedit—tht Issue of cndlt for prognnw such as Outward bound will be addsd to the next agenda.
•AdvlelngaystenW-Student dissatisfaction with the advising system will ba added to tha next agenda,

Securit y Tightenin g It s Gri p
On The Campus' Part y Scene
Center may be related to this sudden policy crackdown. Alarger than
usual number of Colby students,
reportedly seniors from a cocktail
party earlier that night,snuck into
the Student Center party without
paying.
People entered through bathroom windows, side doors, and
some even used physical force to go
in through the main entrance, accordingto Laurie Brown,party host
and Junior Class President.
During the confusion* Brown
tried unsuccessfully to find a security guard. Officer Leon Reichards
later took a list of names and has
subsequently submitted them to
Assistant Dean of Students, Mark
Serdjenian. The exact reason why
these names were taken is not clear.
Nor is it clear what disciplinary
action, if any, will be taken.
"I didn't like the fact that, while
standingatthedoor,peoplehanded
me money,"said Brown,"I couldn't
take it."
Friday morning after the incident, Security Officers had a meeting possibly related to the preced-

By Anne Sullivan
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Seniors crashing Thursday
night's Student Center party may
have prompted the weekend's
crackdown by security of the campus alcohol policy.
Students reported that security
more rigorously adhered to party
check-lists and party forms this
weekend. Rarely in the past have
spontaneous party hosts had to
answer an extended series of questions, accofding to one such host.
'Theguidelinesalwaysexisted,"
said Mark Van Valkenburgh,director of Safety and Security. "But
things weren'tgettingdoneatnighttime like they were supposed to."
Security does not makethe rules,
according to Van Valkenburgh,but
merely enforces them. "I am not in
the position to be making alcohol
policy," he said."What I want to do
is receive directions from the college's administration."
An incident that occurred last
Thursday night at the Student

ing incident. There appeared to be
strict liquor policy enforcement at
the Student Center party that night.
A security guard stood by the kegs
for a portion of the might ensuring
that nobody under 21 drank.
Van Valkenburgh says that that
will not happen again. "It is not
security's " responsibility to run
around carding people," he said.
"It isthe host'sresponsibility. I have
to uphold state law."
Some students suspect that the
departure of Holly Parmerleau,the
previous liquor inspector who initiated a severeenforcementof Maine
liquor laws on campus, may have
contributed to the security crackdown Friday.
"I would think that he's not as
vigilant as Holly was," said John
Farkas, Student Activities Director,
as he described Jim Lyman, Holly's
replacement.
Because Holly, who Van Valkenburgh described as "moreaggressive" than Lyman,is gone,Security
may feel a need to fill the void.
"Alcohol and problemsgo hand
in hand," Van Valkenburgh said.Q

Takin g A Bre ak From The Books
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S unny weather over the weekend
brought students outside to take a
breakf rom their studies.
Reading the Sunday Funnies
Page is best under a shaded tree.
Maybe this Colby student was
thinkg about who to votefor in
residence hall vice presidential
elections yesterday.
photo byMatt Ovias

Door Fronts Tell All
By Amy Havel
STAFF WRITER

You can 't judge a book by its

cover butyoucanjudgeaperson by
their door. I visited residence halls
throughout campus,from the third
floor of the Heights to the bowels of
Woodman, and found an array of
door displays. Some were interesting and others werequite boring. If
you have a p itif ul por t al you may
be missing out on some exciting
and fulfilling opportunities, like
ph one messages an d p eop le knocking on your door. Here are some
sugges tions on how to make your
door user-ready.
An overwhelming number of
people have collages made with
p ictures rang ing f rom Seventeen
magazine to the swimsuit edition
of Spo rts Illustrated. Cute magazin e

a dvertisements, car toons, photographs of places visited, speeding

tickets—the more bizarre the piece,
the more successful it is. Having
strange souvenirs f rom Ca t skill
Game Farm and Graceland may not
attract hundreds of people to your
room,but it will spur some interest.
Bill Aguiar,HR of Leonard, has
used this techniqueto create a fanciful door. He has posted pictures
of friends,Mets and theater tickets,
postcards and a political cartoon.

His choice of a poster seems to sum
up the trials of college life; it says,
"Someday we'll all look back on
this and laugh."
Posters of landscapes give
peoplethe ideathat you are worldly,
strive to reach mountaintops, forge
rivers, and pass geology. "Colby
doors range from the picturesque
view of th e E if f el Tower to maps of
Maine and Massachusetts. The only
problem with this is the chance that
hallmates may add to the picture,
drawing your Head Resident parachuting from a cliff, or your girlfriend diving headfirst into . the
Grand Canyon.
Take a tip from Jill Mongeau
who designed her door with postcards from other countries and foreign coins. Jill says it helps to create
a more "international atmosphere"
in Dana , where she is HR.
Students with an artis t ic bent ,or
those who want to fake it, adorn
their entrances with art, both professional and home-made. Impressionism is a popular period to display and these posters portray the
idea that the inhabitants are cultural ,yet approachable. Some students relived their preschool days
by fingerpainting their doors, with
imprints of their feet and hands.
Also, al bum covers, concert
postersand promotionalsignsseem
to provide a way to meet people
with similar interests, as welt as

making connections for tickets or
rides to Great Woods concerts. For
example, if you follow Debbie Gibson, and I know a few of you secretly do, a poster of her on your
door will increase your chances of
haying someone to take you to the
mall. One of the most musicallyoriented doors on campus belongs
to Paul Neidich '90, who ha s CD
covers rang ing in taste from the
Smithsto Guadacanal Diary to Gose
Lobsters.
If none of t hese ideas appea l to
you,go the "pictures of friends and
me"route. This means gathering all
the p hotographs , showing you
doing obnoxious things with other
people, an d p osting them on your
door. This relays the message that
you »have tons of friends, an d are
basically a wild person. Family
photographs are not advised, nor
are mug shots. If you can't find any
satisfactory pictures, find a crowd
picture of the Woodstock Festival
and claimiyou were the naked toddler near the stage.
If you really want to be noticed
inyourdorm,just tackupa torn-off
piece of notebook paper. Don'teven
write the word "Messages" on it.
Peoplewill think you are too cool to
need an exciting door covered with
a glossy sheet of paper or they will
won'dor if you Actually live there.
Either way,youwillgot your phone
messages. D ,

_ _ _
____ ____

Results Of Yesterday's Vice Presidenti al Elections
Run Off Elections will be held during dinner today.
Lovejoy Commons
Dana 1st Floor: Ryan Friel
Dana 2nd Floor: Toby Porse
Dana 3rd Floor: Rim Off
Jane Friedman and
Lael Hinman
Heights: Jonathan Millard
Leonard: Run Off
Patricia Leyne and
Gina Marsico
Marriner; Jay Colli ns
Sturtevant: Jeffrey Baron
Taylor: Eleanor North
Williams:
Ira Brandon Kashfian

Chaplin Commons
Averill: Sarah.Lee
Chaplin: Rachael Klein
Grossman: Deanne Newton
Pepper:Jeff Lacourse
Perkins-Wilson: Run Off
Michael Lu igs and
Deb Stentchfield
Pierce: Jessica Butler
Robins: Lynn McGovern
Treworgy:Sarah Oeikers
'
Tohnson Commons ' .
Butler: Jeremy Carmone Champlin: Run Off
Susan Roberts and
Sl
aly Richards
Drummond:Karen Laidly
Goddard-Hod gkins:
Scott Webster
Johnson: Jeffrey Hartwell
Piper: Jocelyn Childs
Small: Stacy King
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Off Campus: elections not held yet

Colby Football Action
Saturd ay at Trinity
Live on WMHB 90.5 FM with hosts
Mark Flah ert , Alan DeAngelo and
Larry Rocca.
Kick Off at 1:30 p.m.
Pre -Game Show at 1:00 p.m.

PA ^S ^BERSHOP

JPVVDHUb Iron Horse
J \ \ ' Bookstore
10 Railroad Square
872r0939
•wide selection of books
•evening hour s
•coffee, tea, arid pastries

Mary Low Commons
Coburn: Patrick Mannix
Foss:Robin Lauzon
Mary Low: Chris Benecchi
Wodman: Bill Charron

¦

Located in The Concourse Shopping Center

DON'S NEW & USED

HiOBSli .

COMPLETE HOME FURNISHINGS
COUCHES - CHAIRS- TABLES - BEDS
872-9356
20 BOSTON AVENUE, WINSLOW

,

<

ARE YOU OUT OF
BALLS?
I COORS PARTY BALLS

$25.50 I
$9.39

BUSCH BAR BOTTLE S

¦ WE SELL: DISCOUNT BEEE, WINE , SODA, FRE SH
DOUGH PIZZA, AND HOT & COLD SANDWICHES

WATERVILLE DRIVE THR U
2 70 KEN NEDY DRIVE, 873-5184
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT
KONKAN Offers A Day's Escape:
Listener Variety Monhegan Island
SUGGESTION FOR WHEN YOU KNOW THAT YOU HAVE TO GET
With New Release AAWAY
,BUTYOU DON'T KNOW TOWHERE.
By Helen Suh

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
What comes to mind when you
think of rhythm, imagination,
mood, and flexibility? You'll be
surprised to find all these elements
in the diverse, fancy footwork of
KONKAN'S "MOVE TO MOVE"
album.
The predominance of the synthesizer creates instrumental expositions which will peak your sensory sound perception, drawing you
to react to the twists and turns of the
music.
You will find in KON KAN
traces-of New Order,Dead or Alive,
hints of Herbie Hancock, and rap
surprisingly intermingled in this
foot-tapping music.
The near symphonic quality of
"Arte* in D Minor" will echo the
rhythmic fluidity of Herbie Hancock and New Order. If you are
looking for dance music which will
trigger a free-flow of bodily locomotion, give "Bite the Bullet", "I

BegYour Pardon",and the remix of
"Arts' in D Minor" a run.
The mood of these songs will
provide you with the musical flexibility you respond best to in those
neon-lit, body-to-body Canadian
clubs. Pay special attention to "Bite
the Bullet"and you may recall Dead
or Alive's hit single, "You Spin Me
Right Around".
If the assertiveness and definitive rhythm of strong vocals appeals to you,"I Can't Answer That"
is pumpin' with all the right stuff.
One step further and the innovative
sounds of "Puss N' Boots" which
incorporate rap and scratching with
acoustic bass and guitars,will keep
you on the move.
For those of you who are looking for music which will let you
wade or take refuge in befuddled /
sober imaginings, but will not be
tiresome, "Move To Move" and
"Am I In Love" are expressly for
you. So/given the diversity, flexibility, and rhythmic affect of this
album, do you think you can KON
KAN?Q
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on the Island, but you can make
your trip more memorable by backpacking a lunch and picnicking on
therocks overlookingtheheadlands
at the back of the island. The view
on a clear day is incredible. Wear
warm clothes and walking shoes to
ensure a comfortableand safe trek.
Monheganiseasilyreached from
Pier 8 in Boothbay Harbor. Getting
to the Island entails a one and a half
hour boat ride aboard the Balmy
Days ferry boat leaving.Boothbay
Harbor at 9:15 am. As rough swells
are often encountered, you may
wish to take a motion sickness tablet to increase enjoyment of the

ing around on the dance floor to
Chuck Kitrell's rockin' rhythm.
Selections of 50s and 60s rock
Last Friday night some friends music which The Entertainering
and I went to hear Colby Safety and Company played were: Peaches
Security Officer Chuck Kitrell play and Cream, Wipe-Out, The Twist,
some rock 'n roll and "discovered" as well as various Elvis Presley
a unique night spot along with a songs, and Jerry Lee Lewis selections ,
unique musician.
Before his life as a security guard,
Giordano's Club is rurally located behind residences in what Chuck was a professional musician
from the outside appears to be a and made his living through this art
huge barn. The parking lot is a alone for 10 years. Chuck was a
member of James Brown's Famous
field. '
A string of blinking red, yellow Flames, he was in Ray Charles'
and green lights encircled the stage band, Bo Diddh/s band and was
which was set up for two guitars, a also a member of the Coasters.
A pool table and pin-ball mabass and a drummer.
When the juke-box wasshut off, chines occupied one corner of the
and the four-man band known as barn 's interior, and dividing this
The Entertainering Company area from the dance floor and tables
smoothly took their positions on was a bright yellow SOs car. The
dance floor was four times as large
stage.
Within a minute the majority of as the Student Center's, and it reGiordano's patrons were up shak- sembled abowling ally'sfloorbeing
By Cinda H. Jones
A & E EDITOR

James,Waiker> asterand fight cJw*
raegf frphes willbe offering a free
workshop on acting technkjue
on Saturday at 2M PM in Rtm|flafet)ance $tudio, OaSundayat
2 .p4*if he. will conduct $t -work-

*

Located 10 miles off the nearest
mainland, Maine's Monhegan Island is an ideal "escape"for either a
day or weekend trip. The rustic
and secluded atmosphere, combined with picturesque scenery
make Monhegan a haven for budding artists. The village's many
artisan studios are evidence to the
quality of inspiration found on the
island.
Monhegan is 1 3/4 miles long
and 1f l mile wide..Yet despite the
island's small size,it is covered by
more than 17 miles of trails complete with hills,rocks, steep ledges,
spruce woodlands, and breathtaking ocean views.
A climb up to the lighthouse,
built in 1824 and still active, is recommended. Although visitors are
not admitted into the lighthouse
itself, a better view of the village,
harbor, and mainland cannot be
found anywhere else on the island.
Next to the lighthouse in the old
keeper's house is the Mxmhegan
Museum with exhibits about the
island's history, ecology, geology,
and industry.
There are a few sandwich shops
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journey. Keen observers of the
ocean mayberewardedwith whale
and seal sightings.
Upon reaching the Island,you
are on your own to explore. Reservations may be made in advance
for overnight accomodations.
Camping is strictly forbidden.
For "day trippers," the Balmy
Days departs from Monhegan at
2:45 p.m., and arrives back in
Boothbay Harbor by 4:15 p.m..
Whether you are adventurous,
artistic, an avid rock climber, or
just out to breathe the fresh air,
Monhegan Island is an experience
you shouldn't miss.Q

Chuck The Rockm Cop
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By Susan Carbone

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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made of polished hard wood.
Six-packs and popcorn bags littered surounding tables where
people in blue j eans and t-shirts
were seated engaged in light conversation, waiting for the band to
resume playing. Many men wore
cowboy boots and baseball hats,
whilemost women wore tube socks
and sneakers. Blue jeans were worn
by 90% of the clientel. The atmosphere was comfortably casual, and
the way the inside of this club was
decorated was excitingly unusual.*,
"It's B.Y.O.B," said the woman
on the phone when I called for directions. "So, B.Y.O. if you want
anything to drink."
ChuckKitrelland TheEntertainering Company will be performing
at Giordano's on Pond Road in
Winslow again this Friday night
from 9:00 p.m. until 1:00 a.m.. For
directions to the club,call Giordano's
'
at 873-2408.Q

Johnson Commons is looking for creative people
to jo in its publicity committee. People who are
interested in making posters, flyers or helping to
put together the commons newsletter should
contact either Melissa Small at X3052, Box 1502, or
Becky Grahm at X3060, Box 699.
•

This is a pub lic serviceannouncement
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Commons Events
*Mary Low Commons invites you to
bring your parents to a non alcoholic
Casino Night they 're sponsoring in the
Student Center on Saturday night at 9 p.m.
*On Frida y, LoYejby Commons will be
having a cocktail party in the Heights.
*Next weekend Lovejoy Commo ns vKll
hold its New York Nights "Screw Your
Roommate " semi-formal in the Heights ,
Commons ?
while Chaplin and Joh nson
will hold theirs in the Studen t Center.
Have you set up your , roommate yet?
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Entertainment?

Classeson MayflowerHill may have leen more entertaining than usual last week, as manyprofessors movedoutside
to enjoy the unusually warm weather.
photo by Echo Staff
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College Should Have
Deferred to Board

Colby physician Dr. William Bennett M.D. is
still being investigated. Colby has finished looking into student complaints regarding his pr ofessional conduct, but the Maine Board of Registration in Medicin e isn't through just yet.

When complaints were raised, students were urged to go to certain
members of the women's group,the health advisory committee,Dean Earl
Smith and even Dr. Bennett himself. But, the Maine Board of Registration
in Medicine, the governing body for all physicians in Maine, was not on
the list of places for students to register complaints. Aware of the board's
existence, college officials never told complainants not to go to the board,
but they never educated them about its existance either.
Bennett's professional conduct aside, and regardless of whatever the
board may decide, the college failed last spring in its true mission. As an
educational institution, Colby has the moral obligation to educate us
about our options so that we can make informed decisions. College
officials did not live up to their obligation in the Bennett case.
What grew out of the contoversy around Bennett last spring was a
protest against sexism and a task force to address sexism. It should have
been a task force to address medical conduct in the HealthTCenter.
We say leave it up to the Board of Medicine to pass judement on
Bennett's behavior. We only wish Colby officials had done the same thing
last year and directed concerned students to the state's proper medical
authority.

(letters to the editor )
BaF a BaFa
Bun gled
In saying that BaFa BaFa was
poorly scheduled is an insult to all
intelligent people on campus. Had
the Racial Task Force been truly
committed to the idea, they would
have insured it a prominent place
during orientation week and followed through until the event had
been completed.As I said last week
in Students On The Street(TheEcho 91
14J89), words are all too easy to
implement.It is the actions of individuals thatare of moreimportance.
Are racial incidents on campus new
regarding people of color? Maybe
in reference to the basketball incident last year on such a level, but
they exist all the same on a day to
day basis in the most subtle of ways.
Peoplecan talk,writeupreports,
and have a 24-hour racial awareness,but when it comes to sacrificing themselves to promote such an
event as BaFa BaFa, weget the lackadaisical response shown by the Task
Force. A game such as BaFa BaFa is
a comfortable way of making those
differences known on a different
level that is not intimidating to
people. If the faculty and the administration are truly pushing to
make the campus more comfortable for people of color, they are
going about the wrong means of
convincing people.
Jimmy Reynolds '90

Libert y, Death
and Beer-Die

Fear not, Colby students and
faculty! We have been admonished
and gjven new ]iope.for the future!
I refer more precisely to the September 15 issue of The Echo, which
proved once and for all that the
spirit of protest is alive and well at
Colby College.
And what between the pages of
The Echo relit t3tis flame of protest?
Racism? No. Abortion? Nope.
Lack of minorities on campus? No,
my friends, something even more
imp ortant than these stale
It's time to resurrect the Social Fee. Two years items.Yes,
I speak of the admini,
,
a
proposed
social
fee
was
voted
down.
But
ago
stration 's deceitful and outrageous
removal of beer-die tables from the
thebenefits of paying an initial $20would grossly dorms, a trav«sty of justice dutioutweigh the costs, literall of the current sys- fully uncovered by Matt Lehman in
stirring column in the Echo.
tem. At $3 per party students are draining their his And
what a travesty indeed! I
must say that, after reading the
wallets and peace of mind.
A social fee would allow students to makoFriday night plans on Friday article, I could barely put the newsnight. Not Wednesday. Not even Friday at dinner. If you just want to paper down, and soon felt the fires
of protest burning within my very
check out the band for an hour, you wouldn't waste $3.
Some people have a problem with the social fee because it would own heart! For give me liberty or
restrict party-throwers to members of the Commons Council. Hence, no give me death,but by god,above all
Ski Team party and no Slammers. But, if Stu-A divided the collected social give me my beer-die tables!
To prove my dedication to this
fee into two separat e fun ds, one for Commons parties and the second for
issue,
I am even willing to take acother groups, everyone, including clubs with minimal funding, could
tion.
Yes, I call for a march on
throw a party.
Mayflower
Hill to protest, a march
To further ensure party-giving rights,proposals aaid requests for funds
,
should be channeled through Stu-A, no t t he Dean 's Office. This would similar to the one held last spring
increase the diversity of parties and generate interest and involvement in on racism. So fellow classmates, I
Colby's social life, which could stand some improvement. Requesting ask you t o complet ely forge t .all
permission for a party and funds from Stu-A, rather than the Dean's other issues of secondary imporOffice, wo,uld also put the power to control social life where it belongs • tance, and join me in a march to
protest this despicable, deplorable,
with students.
and
degrading act.(Please stay
Most importantly, a social fee Would be safer. Last weekend the host of
tuned
for further details on the
one party was pushed aside by a group of fervent partiers who hadn't
paid.From there, the road to violence is a short one. Colby needs a social march.)
fee.
Yours Truly,
Craig Applebaum '92

It's Time For Colby To
Try The Social Fee
y,

Seiler f s Food
Follies
The qualityof food being served
here in the dining halls this year is
atrocious.
At breakfast, the cereal, juice,
milk and bagels consistently run
out before 9 a.m.and remain unfilled the rest of the meal. At lunch,
the choice of hot meals has varied
from some sort of grilled cheese (on
old bread) to any number of left
over meat-type-substancecombinations. At dinner, if you're lucky
enough to catch Dana's oh-so-rarepasta-bar, you'll be spared the
choicesof veal,pork,or,maybe even
pasta, patty's.
It was "almost" bearable, until I
woke up this Sunday morning and
went to Dana looking forward to a
nourishing brunch.I almost lostmy
s... when I saw they were serving
mashed potatoes and left over ribs
at 11:30 in the morning. Like who is
psyched for cold potatoes and old
ribs when they wake up. Come on!
Have some pride in the food
you put out. If you must have spaghetti every night, fine, but at least
cook it all the way. If you're going
to try and serve breakfast at least
put some food out there for people
who come at 9:15 a.m. I think the
amount we pay to go to Colby has
been well documented and mentioned in every criticism of the
school, but I can't resist in saying
that for the amount of money we
pay to go here the food can be better. I'm spending almost the same
amount of money on Wendy's,
WHOP, and Big G's.
Dave Leavy '91

Glad Beer-Die
Is Gone

I am writing this letter in response to Matt Lehman's article
which appeared last week in the
Echo (9/ 14/89). Matt's opinion of
the administration's decision to
keep all beer-die tables at Physical
Plant is immature and slanted. He
portrays the decision as "...another
example of the administration coddling us as little children..", "...detrimental to us all.",and as the elimination of "...one of the few things
that brought the campus together."
I strongly disagree with this, antiadministration attitude and felt that
something should be said about it.
I do not see the decision,as Matt
suggest s, to be fraternity related .
More impor tan t, in the eyes of the
ad ministration, were the reasons of
the damage to the tables and residence halls and the irresponsibility
of some who played the game
(whether it was the over-consumption of alcohol or the malicious
behavior) .This is a decision tha t the
administration feels will benefit the
Colby community by holding individuals accountable for their actions.
I can only suggek that, as intelligent adults, wo find something
more constructive and beneficial to
complain about. We are fortunate
to have many libertieshero at Colby
that many students elsewhere do

not have. We shouldn't take them
for granted,and above allweshould
not be so selfish as to gripe about
something as irrelevant to us all as
the availability of-beer-die tables.
Sean M. Lucey'91

Beer-Die Not
Bonding
After reading Matt Lehman's
article "Bring Back Beer Die"in last
week's Colby Echo (9/14/89), we
felt it necessary to respond.
First and foremost, we are not
against beer-die as an activity.
However we do not feel that the
greater Colby community should
bear the financial burden resulting
from the activities of a gregarious
few. Experience has irrefutably
demonstrated that beer-die leadsto
disproportionate damage to the
surrounding area.
Anyone who wishes to play
beer-die is welcome to do so, providing they are willing to assume
the responsibility of the construction, maintenance, and ultimate
destruction of the table as well as
any other resulting damage.
Finally, we seriously question
the validity of Mr. Lehman's suggestion that beer-die, a game in
which "male and female athletes
and non-athletes"drink themselves
into oblivion, is "one of the few
things that brought this campus
together." If beer-die is all that
brings the Colby community together, we have far more than the
winter blues to worry about.
Ken Barber '90
Leo Flanigan '90
David Unruh '91

Cheers Fro m
Chaplin
As President and Vice President
of Chaplin Commons, we would
like to thank you the Colby commun ity> for making our "Get Spiked?
party/ volleyball tournament such
a giant success. Our objective was
to raise money for the AIDS Proje ct
in Portland, ME which conducts
AIDS research and provides social
entertainment for the campus. The
party that followed the volleyball
tournament was attended by about
SOO people and the whole event
raised nearly $1000.00! We feel that
this is a fine display of Colby's
commitment to and concern for
such vital causes and wearegreatful
for everyone's support. We also
want to send special thanks to Blake
Liebert (Social Chair), Chapl i n
Commons Council,volunteers,and
the following local merchants:
Domino's Pizza, Elm Tree, Joka's
Discount Beverage, The Last Unicorn , Levine's, The Music Gallery,
Plants Alive, Shop-N-Save,
Smiley's, Waterville House of Pizza,
and You Know Whose.
Amy Davis, Chaplin Commons
President •>
Shawn P. Crowley, Chaplin Commons Vice President

OPINION

Paint Still Peeling
By Amy Havel
STAFF WRITER

Last weekend, I stopped by
Woodman, my old dorm, to visit
some friends. Except for some new
faces,the place looked pretty much
the same. This bothered me,not for
sentimental reasons, but because I
had expected some changes. Some
new panes on cracked windows. A
fresh coat of paint, maybe. Instead
I found the same old paint peelings
on my door. The same paint peelings I had paid for in July, with a
nifty check written for dorm damage. So, I'm wondering, where is
my money, if it's not fixing my
damage?
The fees themselves, Dean of
Housing PaulJohnston said,gointo
a pool of money that is used to
repair the top priority damages or
campus. This is why the window
for which you paid $50.00 last
semester may not be repaired right
away.

With that in mind, it would figure that the money taken in and the
repair cost would even out over
time, and all the: repairs would be
done. But because of the limited
time available for Physical Plant to
do repairs in the summer ,this does
not happen. So the money sits and
inflation brings up the cost of repairs.
Looking further, I found another bend in the system:thelackof
second-semester senior damage
fees. I was amazed to find that no
matter what type of damage occurs, seniors do not pay for second
semester. Is this right for all of us
who aren't even on campus during
the infamous senior week?
If we are going the route of responsibility, shouldn't seniors be
expected to pay their mature share?
Apparently not. Colby Treasurer ,
Douglas Reinhardt, told me that
policy could ruin a "relationship
with an alum", upon whom an
appeal may be made shortly after
graduation. Unfortunately, alumni
donations tend, to go to the special

programs at Colby, not renovation
of dorms.
After looking at these flaws in
the system, it's obvious that a
change is needed .
Colby shouldreinstate the dorm
damage fee system where a fee is
tacked onto room and board
charges at the start of the school
year and then returned ii no damage is accrued. That way charges
for senior rooms could be allotted
without risking bad feelings from
alumni. With the amount added by
the seniors, Colby could charge less
for the flat fee.
And a price sheetcould be given
with receipt of payment, so studentsknow the valueof everything
before the semester even, begins.
This would prevent all of the inquiries from parents and students
that occur with the present billing
system. I understand that damage
fees are necessary,and I am willing
to pay for anything I need to replace. But I don't think a fair, practical fining system is too much to
ask for.Q

Thoreau 's Clothes

' ..beware of all enterp rises that
requvrenewclothes." Henry David
Thoreau

Granted, at college one does not
have to worry about the basics:
accommodation, and food. This is
supposed to leave us time to see
For seniors, this year is a diffi- beyond the cycles of everyday life.
cult one. The year when we choose But,if these studieshavenothing to
our career. It is odd that after all do withthereail world,then whatis
the sage wisdom we have heard the point? I think it is not so much
over our four years,all the master- the food and accommodation aspieces studied, genius' read, labs pect of the real world that frightens
completed, analysis, questioning, people,butthemcrediblecomplexand discovery,we are invariably ity and opportunity of the world.
presented with j the same postFaced with this overwhelming
graduation scenario: find a career varietyof options, the path of least
.
or starve.
resistance,strangeas it may sound,
is to" find a career - usually consistJohn Hawke
ing of doctor, lawyer, business
STAFF WHITER
consultant,or professional student.
Is this really all it comes down The entire Colbyenvironment subto? The usual answer is, "Come tly pressures students in a thouon,that was college,this is the reil sand different ways to find a career,
world/' As if the real world was and thus be passed gently from
something: separate from what we Colby to the: loving arms of an
have been studying for four years. employer. We even have a Career

Center! Is this what we have
learned in our four years of Colby
to be "the good life"? It isn't a
question of career vs. starvation,
or, yuppie vs. granola values, but
rather how w/e are to apply what
we havelearned to the test of our
lives,and makeanintelligent,Weillconsidered decision. With the infinite number of experiences, lessons, and opportunities on this
planet, it seems insane to let ourselves be processed, and then to
feel grateful for it. If we haven't
learned more than that here, perhaps it wasn't worth it after all:

"...that seemingly wealthy, but
most terribly impoverisheddoss of all,
whohaveaccuTnulatediross, buthiow
not how to use it ,or get rid of it,and
thus forgedtlieirowngoldenor silver
f etters." Henry David Thoreau. ?

Student Users
Fuel Drug War

The evidencewiascrystalclearthere:was no doubt about the defendant 's guilt. Yet,the judge sat in
the cool room and sweated profusely as he considered how he
should handle ft. He thought about
theoaf h he took whenhewassworn
into Office, and then he thought
about his Wife. When the weary
and sweatingjudge finally walked
into :the courtroom the defendant
winked at him in his misery and
bore'an evil gran. The judge grirriaced^.and then pronounced his inevitabledecision—heacquittedthe
killer before him.

It's difficult for us to imagine a
legal system satiated with bribes,
corruption, and dead fudges, but
this system is Dot only well understood in Colombia, but was 'made
in the U.S.A.' It is the common
citizen and mot our government
that implants fear in all of Colombia's 4600 judges,and it is also our
citizenry which is indirectly responsible for the murder of 220
Colombian judges in -this decade
alone. I'm referring to" drug abuse
in this country and at Colby—forit
is each individual drug user that
1
supports the Medellin cartel and
its increasing dominance in CoSteve Collier
lombian affairs.
LIKE IT OR NOT
I don't want to preach to you
a ^Bmaaaaa nmmmBaaaawataaBuemm
for I have neither theauthority nor
The previous courtroom di- the desire, but I do want to point
lemma makeslittle sense to those of out the major problem which has
us on MayflowerHill who are con- forced President Bush to declare a
fident in the ability of U.S. courts "War on Drugs." The problem is
andleVenour Stu-J Board to render narcotics dfemand nurtured by the
decisions based on evidence. Our ingrained feelingof freedom most
fortune, however, does not extend Americans Jiave and by which
to a_l parts of the world. Many in American drug users rationalize
Colombia,Peru,and Bolivia would their behavior. I don't care how
fail to raise an eyebrow at my open- someone treats their body when it
ing "paragraph.
continued on page 13

Orientation Overdone

Frosh Have Too Much Free Time

for FYSers to meet other members
of their class and spend time with
upperclass COOT leaders and faculty before beginning classes. But
important
Orientation is a very
the
COOT trip makes the weekpart of a "first year student's"
(FYS's) college career. All over the long orientation program unnecesnation FYS's and their colleges go sary, and a restructuring of the orithrough theorientation processthat entation program and schedule is
helps to make the transition from necessary.
When I first arrived at Colby, I
high school to college a smooth one.
Some schools hold orientation didn't knoiv anyone. This made
during the summer in short two or the first day here very awkward,
three day sessions, and others, like and other than your roommate(s),
Colby, hold orientation until the the first people you get a chance to
knowarethe other students on your
first week of school.
COOT troop. The first night for
Colby
offers
the
In addition,
COOT trip -a unique opportunity continued on page 13
By Andrew H. Stanley
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Student s On The Stree t

How did the new "Ke gs in the Kitchen " policy work at the Student Cente r parties this
weekend?
Matt pumas, '91:
Kim Sarajian, '93:

"It didn't work out as planned.
The main reason was (security
officer) Jimmy Dickinson was
carding. The line system was
not designed for carding. It was
designed for efficiency dealing
out beers."

"It went quickly. I got mine
easily, except when they started
carding, But you got around it
easily enough."

Moham ed East man , '90:
Krisfen Mckfalton, '92:
"I don't think it's such a good
idea, The lines wcro huge and
think it took longer. But the
floors didn't get as wet."

"I thought it was good. I went a
couple of rimes for beers and thc
lines were pretty smooth. It's
faster than, previous years. The
only problem was people that
were leaving were bumping into
people in line."

Justin Sheets, '93:
"I thought it was o.k. There were
less people headed for the lines, It
was better than the Heights
where everyone was fighting for
it M
photos by IRobyn Glaser
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only the finest

\\

• Make an average of $7-$l0 an hour.

\\ Sure: Nobody

• ErW the freedom of being on the
road
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A fre e 12lf cheese pizza and 2
16-ounce soft drinks in the Spa
Live Entertainment This
Thursday:

I Place Your Ballots at I
the R egister
MOfll DAY

SUNDAY

P luck Theatre

WEDNESDAY

TU ESDAY

THURSDAY

aSPTCMBBR SPECI AL ; ORDER AN INDIVIDU AL SPA SPBCIAI PIZ J 5A ,
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WEAR A COLBY
SHIRT , AND GET A
FREE 12 oz SODA
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CLASSIFIE DS/PERS ONALS
HELP WANTED

1

The Echo still accep ts personal ads.

Assistant Steward (male/
female) at the Maine Yacht
Qub for 1990 Summer Season
—last week in May through
Labor Day.
Must be 18 years or older.
Possible housing available.
Hease call (207) 633-3325 or
write:
Lee Gray
P.O. Box 672
Boothbay Harbor, ME 14538

Each personal must be under 30 words, contain only first names or initials, and have a return address when submitted to the Echo.
Each Personal Ad costs $1.00.

The Ech a also accepts Classifi eds Ads.

Ads under 30 words cost $2.50. Each word beyond 30 costs seven
cents.

Notice

Whomever submitted
personals to the Echo this
week please claim your ads
or submit the required
payment along with your
name and address.

All Ads must be submitted by Monday for
publication that Thursday.

The Echo Office Is located in the basement of Robert's Union. The business Office is open Monday through Friday from 1p.m. until 4p.m.
The phone number is 872-3349.
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STORE HOURS
Mon-Thurs
Fr
iday
Saturday

Closed Sunday

I MEN'S CASUAL WEAR

129 Main Street
Waterville , ME 04901
(207) 873-6681
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The Music Gallerj r
35 EAST CONCOURSE , WATERVILLE , ME

873-1166

COMPACT DISCS, CASSETTES , UPS
AND AUDIO EQUIPMENT!
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Big Bffl .SUPER SPECIAL of the Week:

LOOK FOR OTJR COUPON IN THB WMHB
COUPON BOOKLET!
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THE MUSIC GALLERY OFFER S THE FINEST
SELECTION OF MUSIC , INCLUDING ROCK,
CLASSICAL , NEW AGE, JAZZ , BLUES, FOLK
ANDRAP TITLES.
ALSO, CHECK OUT OUR SEIJECTED HOME
AND CAR AUDIO COMPONENTS AND
ACCESSORIES.
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ALL CO 0RS BAR BOTTLE CASES:
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IBUSCH 12 PK. CANS $4.87++ I w _ „ n
Mon-Sat 7am-9pm
MILLER 12 PK. CANS $6.17++ n '
n r 7 ^.
Sun 12pm-7pm
¦ *¦ r
DISCOUNT WINE

Dru g Wars

continued from page 9
doesn't harm anyone else—if you
want" to destroy your brain then
don't just mess around — annihilate it. But the problem with drug
abuse is that it never harms only the
user.
Police,families,friends, and the
aforementioned judges are also
harmed by the drug trade in this
country, and it is for these people
that I condemn drug abuse and

support Bush's7.8billion drug plaai.
Every time an American buys
cocaine or crack he or she purchases
a bullet; everytime enough of these
abusers snort a line they load a gun;
every timetheseabusers attain their
glorious high they fire a gun in
Miami, New York city, Peru, Bolivia, or Colombia. And every time
they come down from their high an
innocent person is dead.
Colby is a long way from Columbia, but we've snorted a line to
its door.Q
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Orientation
Overdone

continued from page 9
students participating in the fiveday trip included a COOT group
meeting at the intimidating preCOOTbarbecue,and another meeting with yourCOOTgroup to check
over equipment.. The next day
they're sent off into the woods with
a dozen other FYS's for five days.
On the COOT trip many of a student's first new friends are made,
the people who you will hang
around with your first week at
school, many of whom will end up
being good friends during your
Colby career.
But once-back from the COOT

trip,Colby/sorientationbegins. The
orientation program as a wholie is
not lacking because many of the
events included in it are very rewarding and enjoyable. It'sjust too
lon£. FYS's got back from their
COOT on Friday, September 1,but
classes did not begin till Wednesday, September 6. The Colby
administration scheduled a series
of orientation activities for the time
between FYS's arrivalat Colby and
the first day of classes, but for
almost a week FYS's found themselves with lots of extra time during
the day between the planned activities. These activities could have
easily been Squeezed into a period
of two to three days.
It was eerie being around campus between the time that we re-

turned from the COOT trip and the
beginning of classes. Campus was
just starting to fill up with upperclassmen, you really did not have
anything to do during the day, you
didn't know anyone outside the
COOT trip, and the campus was
still "dry" which meant that you
did not have an opportunity to attend a large party such as the "1st
Day of Loudness" for a. week. So
FYSi's found themselves very secluded in their new environment.
But a simple solution to this
problem is at hand. Shorten the period between when FYSers return
from COOT and the first day of
classes. The combination of the
COOT trip and a short orientation
would more than prepare incoming FYS's for Colby.
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If y mcan find a Macintoshin thisroom,
we mightputonein yotirs, fee
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In what will surely be the easiest test of your intellect this term, Apple invites you
to try winning a free Apple*Macintosh *Plus personal computer merely by finding it in
this drawing.
We'll even give you a hint: It's not the table, the lamp, or the chair.
Now you're on your own.
lb register, look for contest details where Macintosh computers are sold on your
campus. Oh, all right, ws'U give you a hint for that , too: Look at the bottom of this ad.
But do it really, really fast. Because only one Macintosh is being given away on this
campus, and it's going to happen soon.
Soon, as in right away Pront o. Quick-like.
But hey, you can take a hint
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Somebodyis goingto win a free Macintosh.
' . ' • * ' .,
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Enter September llth-September 29th

Colby Bookstore-Roberts Union
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0 1989 AppleComputer, Inc. Apple,the Apple logo, ancl Macintosh nne reglstcwd traclem_rlcs of Apple Computer, Inc, llltutratlon 01989 Matt Groeniru.
One entry per person, please.Only fullilme students, fnculty,and staffttre eligible
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"I think I am more uptight than
Jason," said Condron. "He is relaxed and plays more aggressively
than I do."
Captain Rob Hyland agreed
with the goalies'evaluationsof each
other. "Jim is more of a technician
and Jason is more of an athlete,
more volatile."
Starting forward Chris Flint,
who practices .shooting on both
Condron and Eslick had this comparison to make between the two:
"Jason tries to establish himself in
the area, and Jim relies on his quickness because he is smaller. Jim is
better at saving shots below the
waist, and I think Jason is better
against the high shots. If you combine the two, you would have the
perfect goalie."
One thing everyone seems to
Photo by Rdbyn Glaser
agree
on is that both are excellent
Colby soccerwill not run out of gas with sop homores J ason Eslick(lef t) and
keepers,
desp ite their differ ent
J im Condron (right) in the nets.
Since Jason is the more aggressive styles.
keeper, he plays against the physiHyland also stressed the point
cal
teams,
and
who
is
a
calmer,
that
the team was confident with
Jim,
continued from page 15
more
finesse-type
of
keeper,
plays
either
Condron or Eslick in net.
Last year,Serdjenian waited un"They both know what to do in
til immediately before each game to mostly against the finesse teams.
"Jim is cool on the field," said every situation and they both
inform his goalies which oneof them
was playing, but this season he has Eslick. "He shows a lot of compo- communicate well with the
passed out the assignment at least a sure and has excellent backfield defense. The only difference is
day in advance, giving his keepers distribution. I'm more aggr essive that they have their strong,points
due time to get mentally prepared . than he is. I like to go out and hit." in different areas of the game."Q

Goalies

MHN6TAXESCANMAKE
YOU FEELGRM7.ISPECIMIYWHEN
THEY'RESOMEONEELSE'S.
If you have a basic aptitude for math
and the desire to help others , you can
get a lot of satisfaction by volunteering
your time and skills to people who

need help doing their taxes. 80,000
people already have. Join them.
To find out about the free IRS training program , call 1-800-424-1040 now.
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Women s Tennis
Swings Into Action
were away last year in Junior Year

By Randy Yarlas
STAFF WRITER
These days Paula Aboud is
beaming with confidence, and it
shows. Colby's women's tennis
coach, who brought her team to an
8-2record along with state championship status,is very excited about
this year's young crew. And although Margaret McCrudden, last
year's out standing number one
player, is no longer with the team,
there is no sign of sorrow - only
optimism
Under normal circumstances,
the loss of a number one player
would be a devastating blow to a
tennis team. But not this year. Not
this team. This year's team is
stronger than any other Colby tennis team Aboud has coached. It's a
young team too, so it will be strong
for years to come.
Of the top six singles positions,
not one is held by a senior. In fact, as
it currently stands, three of those
top six positions are held by first
year students! And, as far as filling
the number one spot, Aboud isn't
the least bit concerned.
"We have never had a super
strong number one pjayer before,
and the amazing thing is that this
year we have two people who may
b e equally prepared to replace
Margaret," Aboud said . "In addition, we have incredible depth this
year, making this year's team the
best I've ever had at Colby."
The two vying for the top spot
are sophomore Lisa Black and first
year student Maria Kim. Twisty
Gogolak, last year 's numb er t wo
player,will be breathing down their
necks, as well. And with Reena
Chandra, another firs t year stu dent
in the top five,there is no questioning the depth of this team.
Not only is the team strong and
young, but it also boasts two great
leaders - seniors Eileen Kinney and
Sandy Humphrey. Although both
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Order your college ring NOW

1

JOSTENS
A M E R I C A

Date: Sept . 22~23Time:
Place:
1

BOOKSTORE

' S
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Babies by choice, not cliance,
Waterville , Skow hejjan . Pittsficld and lackman, •
873-2122 or 47-1-84 87

9am - 4pm Deposit Required; $20.
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For peace of mind , you need to take cure of your body,
We offer full service reproductive health cart- provided
by female practitioners, Call us today.

CE NTER

R I N G ™

Meet with your Jostcns representative(or full details, Sec our complete ring selection on display In your college bookstore,
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Abroad programs, they have come
back to display great leadership
qualities. Currently playing in one
of the doubles positions,both love
the game. It's easily detected by the
smiles that never leave their faces.
"Sandy and I enjoy bringing the
team together," Kinney said. "Although we may not be the strongest
players out there, we feel that we
can give the team a lot of support in
other areas."
The team opened their season
with a victory last Saturday, manhandling a much weaker UMO
team. After taking five of the first
six singles matches, Colby cruised
to an 8-1 win. The season will get
tougher,though,and Aboud would
rather have it that way. She feels
that tougher matches will help to
fine-tune the team. In fact, a match
against Simmons College has been
added to the schedule, replac ing a
second match against UMO. Simmons, along with Colby, competes
in the NESCAC league. And
matches played against schools in
the same league insure a better
standing within that league. However, Colby would also like to play
teams such as Brandeis, Middleb ury, and Trinity, but their limited
schedule will not allow it. Colby's
women's tennis play only in the
fall, whereas many of their opponents have spring as well as fall
schedules.
Collegiate regulations require
that in order to send individuals to
the na tional t ournamen t,they must
compete i n t he spr
ing. Of the 11
NESCAC schools, only three have
made the switch to spring tennis.
According to Athletic Director Richard Whitmore, Colby is not prepared right now to make that move.
Lack of fun ds, lack of support, and
the problem with finding adequate
competition are j ust some of the
problems being discussed. To compensate, Colby has instituted "club
tennis" for the spring season this
year.Q

¦

The Critical Point
By Dave Weissman
SPORTS EDITOR '
Some thoughts collected in anticipation of Colby's football season opener this Saturday...
Last weekend,Notre Dame and the University of Michigan collided in a match-up ihat pitted thenation's
number one and two ranked teams in Division 1college football. Although early in the season, this was a
gameof monumental importance for both teams,as national championships are mm and lost in contests like
this. The Irish prevailed, 24-19, much to the chagrin of the home crowd, and with Wolverine fans
everywhere/ this fan included.
Before the game," I called my brother,a sophomore at" Michigan and an avid sports fan. The scenario he
proceeded to describe was nothing short of awe-inspiring;
"There's thousands of people running around the streets, yelling and screaming (in a drunken frenzy,
most likely), the parties were rocking all last night,and listento this." As he held the receiver to the wind ow,
:
I could hear the sounds of a full marchingband out in street. And this was at 10:30 AM, five hours before
kickoff.
"So what's happening up there?" he asked me. I looked around at the four people sitting in the lounge
watching Saturday morning cartoons, eating bagels and drinking orange pice. "Never mind," I answered.
After hanging Tip the phone so my brother could get to the first of 10 or so pre-game kegs, barbecues,
began to experiencean all too familiarjealou sfeeling that occurs
and pig roasts at various fraternity houses,!
(case inpoint - a Monday night last spring when Michigan
brother
on
such
occasions
whenever I speak to my
won the NCAA basketball tournament, I hung up the phone to write a paper, while Michigan students
celebrated/rioted in the streets of Ann Arbor all night) .
It'stimeslike this when Iquestion the d ecision I made more than three years ago to attend a small college
as opposed to a large university. Athletics is more than just the game itself; the energy and emotion
surrounding big time sports is half its charm. A university provides this excitement to a sports fanatic like
myself, as well as an opportunity to witness live some of the top athletes in the country.
Of course,most of us choose a school based on its academic quality,not its athletic program. Yet schools
such as Michigan, Notre Dame, Duke, Virginia, and USC (to name only a very few) offer a top notch
education along with the lure of quality athletics.r
Realistically, though, one must maintain a sense of perspective. I attend a small school because I want
to be recognized as an individual/ not a number on a computer printout. I want to be taught by full
professors, not graduate students only several years my elder.
Andintermsofathletics.hothasajournalis^afa^oraplayeT/ Ihaveaccess. f doubt thatmybrother could
wander into the office of Michigan's footbal l coach /athletic director to ask a few questions for an article in
the school paper. It's unlikely that he would sit down to dinner with All - American basketball player Glen
Rice and talk about the winning shot he had made the previous night.
For any true football fan,or any "other sport for that matter,a decreased level of competition should not
detract from the enthusiasm for and magic of thegame.It wasn't Oklahoma vs. Nebraska,but who can deny
that there was an incredible sense of school pride and spirit in the air on that chilly Saturday afternoon last
year when our beloved Mules annihilated Bowdoin to clinch the CBB championship? And what Colby fan
old enough to remember could ever forget the miracle comeback against Wesleyan two years ago, with Nick
Childs hitting the winning shot at the buzzer? In the words of one senior, "It was the greatest game I've ever
seen in my life/'
Waterville, Maine is not Arov Arbor, Michigan, Seaverns Field does not hold 100,000 blood(and
booze)thirsty fans. Colby teams are not witnessed by millions of fans on national television.
But none of this matters. Here, in our small, private New England Division III haven we can generate our
own special sense of energy and enthusiasm. We may not have the T.V. camerasand the cheerleaders and
the marchingbands, but we have something the big-time does not have. We have a sense of intimacy and
closeness that is impossible to achieve at a large institution. We know our athletes personally. We eat with
them, we stud y with them, we party with them. And there is a sense of pride generated in watching our
friends win games for our school that cannot be reproduced in big time college athletics .Q

The Per fect Goal ie
By David Roderick
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Platooning this year at the starting goalkeeping position for men's
soccer coach Mark Serdjenian (and
performing admirably) are sopho-

mores Jim Condron and Jason Eslick. But, the duo are more than
teammates, they are also good
friends off the field and that may be
the most important characteristic
concerning Colby's goalkeeping
corps this season.
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Arriving on Mayflower Hill last
year, Jim Condron was a soccer recruit; Jason Eslick was not. In fact,
Eslick did not decide to play soccer
at Colby until a few weeks before
preseason last year. Serdjenian is
pleased with the results.
"Jason has been a pleasant surprise. I have had poor situations
before with platooning at the goalkeeper position, but Jim and Jason
have a great attitude. I like working
with them very m uch ," said
Serdjenian. The last two goalkeepers
to successfully split time in the net
were Tim McCrystal and Jamie
O'Neill in the 1982-83 season.
Last year, in eight plus games,
Condron made 62 saves for a 1.82
goals scored against average. Eslick
stopped 36 shots in six plus games,
had a goals scored againstaveragcof
.96, and posted three shutouts.
But success and friendship don t
always mix, even with Condro n and
Eslick.
"Sometimes it's uncomfortable
because we are friends," said Condron, "but we get along because we
support each other in practice and in
games. Instead of being competitive
with one another, we are self-competitive."
continued on page 14

Veterans Pacin g
Colby Men s X-C

photo by Robyn Glaser
This season will be anything but an uphill climb for men's cross-country, due
to the leadershi p of senior Ken Barbe^Ricft Cook,and MalcolmHill (Left to
Right) .
In addition,last year's team only
lost one senior to graduation, leavBy Peter McElroy
ing the core group of returnees inSTAFF WRITER
tact. The top four runners, senior
Rich Cook, and juniors Dave DonYou may haveheard that Colby nelly, Marc Gilbertson, and Kent
has a pretty good men's cross - Thomp son have continued to work
country team. Let's clear this hard all summer and are ready for
rumour up. Good doesn't even this season. They were last year's
come close to describing the qual- strongest harriers and will build
ity of this season's relatively un- upon last season's success to comknown Colbyteam. Tryawesonte. pete even more aggressively this
Coach Jim Wescott, in his 12th fall.
year as coach, looks forward to
"The only way to good producthis weekend's first meet at South- tion is good stimulus," said Coach
eastern Massachusetts University. Wescott, who certainly has been
"I'm excited," says Wescott, vo- stimulating the four. They havebeen
calizing the feeling held by the worldng through strenuous double
entire team. Co-captain Rich Cook sessions to prepare for the year.
has said that the team "looks According to Wescott, the group
primed" for a strong season.
has been "responding well to swimFrom the appearance of this ming and the morning runs," as /
year's squad, both Wescott and part of training program.
Cook have good reason to be enTwo of Colby s perennially most
thusiastic.
competitive nemeses have been
Last season, Colby's team fin- Williams and Bates. Bates' men's
ished well: 5th in the New cross-country coach, Walt SlovEnglands, 3rd in the Maine States, enski,had some encouraging words
and 2nd in the NESCACs. All for Colby fans. "Based on last year,
showings were impressive,but the Colby's team should again be in the
2nd place finish in the NESCAC top five in New England," Slovmeet promises more for this year. ens-Id said. "The top slots in the
Five men must finish in a cross- Neiv England Division Ill's is open.
country race for a team to score, Brandeis and St. Joe's had the two
and for Colby to have come in 2nd top slots last year, but neither team
place with only five runners fin- will be as strong this season."
ishing the course indicates a very
This leaves thc door open for
strong team. And,even with these Colby. 'This is our senior year and
powerful finishes, the team was we're really going to do something,"
never at full strength at any one said co-captain Ken Barber.
point of the season, lending more
The 1989 men's cross-country
cred ence to the claim that this fall team could be one of the best in
could be even more successful.
recent memory. The State Meet at
This year's incoming class of Bowdoin is onl y one month away.
'93 may also help out 'this season, The team could win it this year. }
and certainly will in the future. Says Wescott, "this year's team has
Frosh Barrett Smith, Peter Caruso, real potential to win theStateChamand Ben Trevor all have shown pionship," With Brandeis and St.
promise in pre-season workouts. Joe's looking weak, the possibility
Trevor, from Reading, MA, com- is always thero to take the New ,
pleted his high school career by England Division III title also.
placing 14th in the Massachusetts Without a doubt , this year's team
States,!
4th place isa strongenough will have one of the strongest
finish to indicate that Trevor is lineups in recent mehnory, so watch
quamied for Division I level com- for some strong finishes and see if
petition. He will certainly be a- this Colby team can be yet another '
strong addition to Colby 's pcesent potent force in thc NESCAC
and future cross-country teams.
league .?

Mules To Open At Trinity Saturday
Colby Gridders Have Arrived

Looking Ahead
To The Bantams
By Steve Graber
STAFF WRITER

Senior tailback Brian Cooley plays dominoes with theMerrimack def ense

By Billy Goodman

ASST. SPORTS EDrron
Spurred on by the leadership of
a solid core of seniors, Head Football Coach Tom Austin'sexcitement
level has been roused to the point
where he can say that this is the first
year the seniors have "actually
been a positive,leading force on the
team."
"This team is so far beyond
wherewe werelastyear. They know
that every week we are coming to
play and that we have the confidence to perform," said Austin.
Having brought themselves from
cellar dwellers to serious contenders in the ECAC, theWhite Mules
look readyto ride like Hell's Angels
into this week's opener at Trinity
College.
The team is led by senior cocaptains Chris White and Jeff
Phelps, whose presence this year
makes this team look and act like
one that hasn't been seen around
The Hill in quite a f ew years. The
practices are sharper,the calisthenics are done with enthusiasm right
from the word "go", and the respect that these two are afforded by
their teamates is readily apparent.
White is a four-year varsity
olaver for theWhite Mules and has

become the kind of field general
that Austin can at timesjust sit back
and watch.Hehasastrongarm,but
also has the ability to scamper and
run when the situation presents
itself.Hehasovercomehistendency
to zero in on one receiver, and this
year must continue to utilize his
plethora of talented receivers in Joe
Vecchi('90), Dan Teguis('91), Steve
Chmielewski('90), Ted Bosco('92),
Paul Baisley('90) and frosh tightend Greg Burns. White also called a
few of his own plays in last week's
scrimmage and may continue
throughout the season.
Other keys on the offensive side
of the ball will be the health of fullback John "One M an Gang "
Bartlett('91) and senior tailback
Brian Cooley. Both backs can be a
major factor in controlling a game,
but will need periodic rests.If Austin
can find someone to platoon with
these two, then he has a shot at no
less than a 6-2 record this season.
Possible candidates m the backfield are senior Mike Doubleday,
sophomore Stephen Vidic, frosh
David McCarthy and Horace
Simpson.
The question that rang loudest
about the Mules, namely,the status
of the offensive line has been silenced for the moment. That question is the status of the offensive
line. Early season losses to inju ries

p hoto by RobynGlaser

thinned the ranks, but last week's
scrimmage saw Jeff Phelps and his
merryband of line-mentrounce the
Merrimack front four. The line will
be Phelps, Brian Quinn('92), Pete
Ginolfi('91),PeterPerroni('91),and
CarmineColarusso('91).Barringinjury these gentlemen will be more
than enough to create holes and
give White time to throw.
The defensive side of the ball is
what every coach dreams of. Three
sophomores, five juniors and three
seniors, every one of whom could
knock a ball carrier into another
time zone. Led by Colby's most
intense player, senior Jay Olson,
the White Mules will look to build
on the experience they gained together last year.The only newcomer
to the linebacker core is transfer
Len Baker('92), who will start at
middle linebacker this week.
The front line consists of Todd
V e r h o v e n ( ' 9 i) , G i l l e s
Lajeunesse('90), Frank Toce('91),
Mike Eisenstadt('90 . and Jeff
Marggraf('90). Linebackers are
Brian Dohetty('91) and Baker. Cornerbacks are covered by Scott
Stanwood('9l)
and
Mitch
Rogers('92). Safeties Olson and Jim
Dionizio('92.round out the defense.
This group will be a dominant force
in the league this year and has several candidates for post-season
accolades ,?

Todd Levine will lead the Trinity Bantams in the football season
opener against the Colby White
Mules in Hartford, Connecticut.
Levine, a senior from Stoughton,
Massachusetts, will be running the
Trinity offense as the starting quarterback for the first time. He knows
what to expect.
Last season he saw his team
down at halftime on Seaverns Field.
"We took Colby lighter than we
should have,"said Levine. A strong
second half passing attack brought
Trinity back to win the game 21-10.
Levine credits the comeback to
halftime changes in strategy, as the
Bantamsplaced more emphasis on
the passing game.
The team Levine will work with
this year is experienced and is
coming off a solid5-2-1season. "Last
year we rebuilt our offense, especially in the backfield," said the
quarterback. The returning backfield starters are sophomore fullback Kevin RisCassi, Jr ., halfback
Steven Redgate, and wide receiver
Terry M cNamara ,a preseason AllAmerican. McNamara will be Levine'sprimary target in passing situ-

ations. Colby Coach Tom Austin
views the speedy McNamara as a
Joe Vecchi type receiver who is "the
strength of the offense."
Protecting Levine in the pocket
will be Tom Schaefer (6-3,250 lbs.),
a preseason Ail-American at right
guard for the past two seasons. It is
a good bet that Trinity's running
attack will depend upon Schaefer's
success, and a better bet that the
presence of McNamara on the wing
will make Trinity's running game
"a supplement to the passing
game," says Levine
Defensively, the Bantams are
solid,anchored by co-captains Rod
Sickinger (6-5, 220), an AU-ECAC
defensive end, and Darren Toth,an
All-ECAC free safety.
The Bantams lack size in the
backfield and will rely on misdirection and finesse, an offense Coach
Austin sees as "similar to Harvard's." Do not be surprised to see
Trinity line up with four wide outs,
although Levinewill have to hustle
to get a pass off against the Colby
rush under this set.
Quarterback Levine sees the
Chris White-JoeVecchi connection
as a key weapon for Colby. Both
teams can put points on the board
and execute well. "IknowthatColby
has arrived," Levine said. "We are
not taking Colby lightly/'C.

NOTABLE S
NOTABLES OF MERRIMACKVS.COLBY SCRIMMAGE:

+ CHRIS WHITE- 78 YARD TD PASS TO VECCHI
* COLBY DRIVES 90 YARDS IN THREE PLAYS FOR THE SCORE
* 60 YAUD TD PASS TO DAN TEGUI S
* VECCHI CAUGHT A DEFLE CTION OF A PASS FOR ATO UCHDOWN
OE FUTURE?
* FR OSH DAVID MCCARTHY RAN WELL, BACK OF T
* EXTREMELY INCONSISTENT KICK ING GAME
* McCAttTHY HAD A GOOD KICKOFF RETURN
* BRIAN DOHERTY, JOE TAMBOURINI SMASHED MERRIM ACK RUNNING BACK
* IMPRESSIVE DEFEN SE

phato by Robyn Glaser
Senior def ensive back J ay Olson will anchor th *hard hitting Colby defense in
Saturday's opener at Trinity College.

